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Abstract
This paper presents an approach for verifying translator correctness when the source language has formal
semantics. Instead of verifying the translator implementation, a novel language mechanization combination
is devised to reduce total complexity involved. A deep embedding is deﬁned to serve as a baseline for
speciﬁcation meaning. For each speciﬁcation, an equivalence proof is constructed and conducted to ensure
that the translated shallow representation is semantically equivalent to the deep representation. Structure
of an equivalence proof is systematic and can be derived from speciﬁcation structure mechanically. The
use of two embeddings also aﬀects the embeddings favourably by enabling them to be deﬁned in a simpler
manner.
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1 Introduction
Language implementation is a large part of the eﬀort whether we are designing a
programming language or a formal language. If ultimate conﬁdence in tool correct-
ness is to be attained, it usually requires verifying that the implementation has the
desired properties that constitute correctness. However, reasoning about program-
ming language constructs is diﬃcult and a translator tends to be a fairly complex
piece of code. Therefore we would prefer another approach where the same results
are achieved by a smaller total eﬀort.
In this paper we propose an alternative approach to tool correctness when the
source and target languages have formal semantics. Instead of verifying the trans-
lator implementation, we exploit two simultaneous translations. The goal of the
approach is to reduce the total amount of eﬀort and complexity involved by taking
smaller steps.
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The approach entails the construction of a semantic yardstick to which the
results of the original, shallow, translation can be compared. For this we use a deep
embedding, which is essentially a formal language deﬁnition. A deep embedding
also allows for added conﬁdence in the meaningfulness of our language deﬁnition;
we can state properties that it should exhibit and use a theorem prover to verify
them.
The use of two translations suggests that we incur some extra work, but we argue
that in the right circumstances, the required eﬀort is an order of magnitude smaller.
The key factor in the reduced complexity lies in the structure of equivalence proofs;
they can be systematically derived from speciﬁcations.
For the applicability of the approach presented in this paper, the exact details
of the embedded language is not signiﬁcant. What is necessary is to have a precise
meaning associated with the programs or speciﬁcations written in the language. We
frame the discussion of our approach with the mechanization of an experimental
speciﬁcation language Ocsid to a host logic provided by the theorem prover PVS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses approaches to
mechanization of programming logics. Section 3 presents the speciﬁcation language
Ocsid and in Section 4 it is employed to demonstrate a concrete application of the
technique advocated. Section 5 discusses issues related to producing and conducting
equivalence proofs. Section 6 takes a look at related approaches and Section 7
concludes the paper.
2 Approaches to Embedding Programming Logics
As we are developing a formal speciﬁcation language, we naturally have to provide
users with the ability to formally reason about properties of their speciﬁcations.
Instead of building a dedicated proof system, reasoning support is often provided
by mechanizing the language in a higher order logic, i.e. embedding the language
inside a general theorem prover logic [5]. There are two main embedding schemes,
shallow and deep. For the purposes of this paper, we only give a brief explanation of
their diﬀerences here. The reader is referred to a more thorough discussion oﬀered
in [2].
In a shallow embedding the meaning of a program or speciﬁcation is retained
by a translation into a semantically equivalent representation in a host logic. In
comparison, a deep embedding explicitly represents the grammar of a language
in the host logic and provides semantic functions for interpreting their meaning.
This gives the opportunity to reason about the language itself, not just concrete
programs.
It is easy to see that the less indirection a language embedding entails, the more
straightforward it is to reason about embedded programs. A deep embedding is
also challenging for automated decision procedures of theorem provers, which are
designed for handwritten speciﬁcations. For these reasons shallow embeddings are
often preferable in actual veriﬁcation.
From the point of view of language designers, it is desirable to gain conﬁdence
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in the soundness of the language. While a shallow embedding is easy to work
with, it does not facilitate full reasoning about language properties or classes of
programs. This is because syntactic constructs are not retained as ﬁrst class values,
but are only implicit in the structure of the embedded program. The link between
a language deﬁnition and the shallow translation is informal but usually highly
non-trivial. Thus conﬁdence in implementation correctness is necessarily lacking.
As a deep embedding does not suﬀer from these limitations, it may sometimes be
justiﬁed to sacriﬁce the beneﬁts of a shallow embedding.
As is evident from the above discussion, both embedding approaches have their
respective strengths and weaknesses. Instead of committing to one or the other,
this paper goes on to show how they can be beneﬁcially used together.
3 Ocsid Overview
In order to ﬁx the discussion into a concrete setting, we use the experimental spec-
iﬁcation language Ocsid. To better illustrate the approach advocated in the paper,
we only present a brief introduction to the underlying ideas and simplify the tech-
nical details. The interested reader is referred to [6] for a more complete discussion
of full features and methodological implications.
Ocsid is a speciﬁcation language for view-based decomposition of distributed
collaboration. It is a state-oriented formalism whose semantics are based on the
Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [7]. Ocsid employs an object-based framework
where data is modeled using classes, objects, and data members. A system consists
of an arbitrary number of objects. Operations on data members are expressed
using joint actions [3], which model synchronizations of participating objects in a
collaboration.
A joint action consists of a role list which declares formal participants, a guard
and a body. The guard determines a joint action’s eligibility for execution for a
particular combination of participating objects. The body of a joint action speciﬁes
the collective eﬀects on data members of participants, but leaves out the commu-
nication protocol necessary for achieving them. Execution is nondeterministic in
that in each state of an execution, one of the enabled actions becomes selected.
Concurrency is modelled by interleaving, i.e. independent actions can occur in any
order.
The view mechanism of Ocsid allows the modularization of speciﬁcations to
match behavioral concerns. Each view only speciﬁes the aspects of structure and
behavior needed in the veriﬁcation of a particular view invariant , and the com-
position of views is deﬁned to preserve the invariants of the views. To make this
feasible, views are closed. In closed-world modeling, if a speciﬁcation contains a
state variable, it also contains all operations that assign to it. This mutational
completeness allows for reasoning about temporal safety properties by considering
views in isolation.
A contrived example view is given below. It states that when the value of
variable x is equal for two participating objects, the value of the ﬁrst object is
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incremented. A system satisﬁes this view if at each step of execution it either
stutters (leaves variables unchanged) or two eligible objects of class C syncronize to
update variable x as the action A speciﬁes.
view simple is
class C;
variable C.x: integer;
action A by c1, c2: C
when c1.x = c2.x do
c1.x := c1.x + 1;
end
end
4 Embedding Ocsid
This section demonstrated the use of two simultaneuous embeddings for mechanizing
the Ocsid language. As a host logic we employ that of PVS [9], which is suitable
because of its higher order nature. Another advantage of PVS is that its logic
contains an executable subset [10] which can be used as a functional programming
language. A ground evaluator is provided for evaluating executable PVS functions.
This allows for computing the results of syntactic transformations.
Figure 1 shows a depiction of how the basic elements of the mechanization
arrangement are related.
4.1 Common Semantic Base
PVS type declarations given below deﬁne the semantic base for the temporal ele-
ments of Ocsid. These are shared among the shallow and deep embeddings. This
is important because it facilitates later connecting the two embeddings.
STATE: TYPE+
BEHAVIOR : TYPE = sequence[STATE]
STEP : TYPE = [STATE, STATE]
ACTION : TYPE = [STEP -> bool]
SPECIFICATION : TYPE = pred[BEHAVIOR]
class[ref_type: TYPE+]: DATATYPE
BEGIN
object(reference: ref_type): object?
END class
Here STATE is an uninterpreted type which deﬁnes the set of all possible states
across all possible speciﬁcations and behaviour is simply a sequence of states. An
action is a predicate on steps (pairs of states), i.e. it decides whether the action
is enabled in the starting state and is the speciﬁed result state possible for the
participating combination. Similarly, a speciﬁcation is semantically a predicate on
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Fig. 1. Elements of Mechanization
behaviours.
At this point we do not provide deﬁnitions for our data facilities, i.e. variables
and values. They are required when we go into details about actions, but since their
representation is dependend on the embedding used, they can not be included in
the common base.
4.2 Deep Embedding of Ocsid
Shown below is the abstract syntax of Ocsid views using algebraic data types of
PVS. This description is very similar to the traditional use of BNF for the same
purpose. Each data type deﬁnition enumerates constructors for making values (sen-
tences), lists their parameters and provides recognizer predicates for determining
applied constructors. Parameters implicitly deﬁne accessor functions to constructor
arguments.
A subset of syntactic Ocsid expressions is shown when their semantics are de-
ﬁned.
The use of a deep embedding allows us to formulate and prove properties of
syntactic operations. For example, proving composition in Ocsid simply entails
syntactic induction over all possible pairs of views. However, Ocsid-speciﬁc syntactic
transformations are omitted as they are not relevant to the embedding approach
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advocated in this paper.
type_syntax : TYPE = nameid
class_syntax : DATATYPE
BEGIN
class(name : nameid) : class?
END class_syntax
variable_syntax: DATATYPE
BEGIN
variable(name: nameid, class: class_syntax,
type: type_syntax): variable?
END variable_syntax
formal_parameter_syntax: DATATYPE
BEGIN
formal_param(name: nameid, type: type_syntax): formal_param?
formal_role(name: nameid, class: class_syntax): formal_role?
END formal_parameter_syntax
assignment_syntax: DATATYPE
BEGIN
assignment(obj: (formal_role?), field: variable_syntax,
rhs: expr_syntax): assignment?
END assignment_syntax
action_syntax: DATATYPE
BEGIN
action(name : nameid, roles : list[formal_parameter_syntax],
guard : list[expr_syntax],
body : list[assignment_syntax]): action?
END action_syntax
view_syntax: DATATYPE
BEGIN
view(name: nameid,
classes: list[class_syntax],
variables: list[variable_syntax],
actions: list[action_syntax]): view?
END view_syntax
In this demonstration we deﬁne a bare-bones embedding from which typing
information is intentionally left out. This is justiﬁable because we have two em-
beddings where the deep one is intended mainly as a yardstick for speciﬁcation
behaviour. Thus, classic static analysis such as type correctness can be fairly con-
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ﬁdently assumed to be handled by the PVS type system in the shallow embedding.
This greatly reduces the size and complexity of the deep embedding. A constraint
that comes with this simpliﬁcation is that it is no longer possible to deﬁne syntac-
tic transformations which depend on typing information, but those are not needed
here.
The semantic domain of the deep embedding is given below. First, the uninter-
preted type OBJECT declares the sets of all objects. Algebraic data type VALUE
provides constructors, accessors and recorgnizers for values in our simpliﬁed typing
scheme. VARIABLE is deﬁned as a mapping from an object and a state to a value.
Uninterpreted mapping functions represents connections from syntactic representa-
tions of classes, types and variables to their semantic counterparts. Environment is
a record which binds action roles and other parameters in the syntactic domain to
the semantic domain.
OBJECT: TYPE
VALUE: DATATYPE
BEGIN
error_value: error_value?
integer_value(intval: integer): integer_value?
boolean_value(boolval: boolean): boolean_value?
reference_value(refval: object): reference_value?
lambda_value(lambdaval: [value -> value]): lambda_value?
END VALUE
VARIABLE: TYPE = [OBJECT, STATE -> VALUE]
type_map: [nameid -> pred[VALUE]],
class_map: [class_syntax -> pred[OBJECT]],
var_map: [variable_syntax -> VARIABLE],
environment: TYPE = [# objmap: [(formal_role?) -> OBJECT],
parmap: [(formal_param?) -> VALUE] #]
The more interesting semantic functions are given next. View semantics are de-
ﬁned as follows. It states that for a behaviour to satisfy the given view speciﬁcation,
for all steps in the behaviour there has to be an applicable action or the step must
be stuttering (values of the variables of the view do not change).
sem(v: view_syntax): SPECIFICATION =
LAMBDA (b: BEHAVIOR):
(FORALL (n: nat):
(EXISTS (a: action_syntax):
member(a, actions(v)) AND
sem(a, classes(v), variables(v))(b(n), b(n + 1)))
OR sem(stuttering_action, classes(v), variables(v))
(b(n), b(n + 1)))
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Action semantics go into details about the guard and body. The ﬁrst function
is a simple forwarding to a recursive function that performs the actual processing.
First, the else branch binds suitable existentially quantiﬁed participant objects to
roles. The then part ﬁrst ensures that all guard conjuncts are satisﬁed in the ﬁrst
(unprimed) state. Second, it iterates over all classes of the view and by universally
quantifying over their objects it ensures that the values of all their ﬁelds in the
second (primed) state correspond to the value assigned to them in the body.
sem(a: action_syntax,
classes: list[class_syntax], vars: list[variable_syntax]):
ACTION =
LAMBDA (now, next: STATE):
sem(a, now, next, empty_env, roles(a), classes, vars)
sem(a: action_syntax, unprimed, primed: STATE,
env: environment, roles: list[(formal_role?)],
classes: list[class_syntax], vars: list[variable_syntax]):
RECURSIVE bool =
IF null?(roles) THEN
every((LAMBDA (g: expr_syntax):
boolval(sem(g, env, unprimed))), guard(a))
AND
every((LAMBDA (class: class_syntax):
(FORALL (obj: (class_map(class))):
(every ((LAMBDA (field : variable_syntax):
(var_map(field)(obj, primed)
= primed_value(body(a), unprimed, env)
(obj, field))),
filter((LAMBDA (f: variable_syntax):
class(f) = class), vars))))),
classes)
ELSE
EXISTS (obj: (class_map(class(car(roles))))):
sem(a, unprimed, primed,
env WITH [‘objmap := objmap(env)
WITH [(car(roles)) := obj]],
cdr(roles), classes, vars)
ENDIF
MEASURE length(roles)
Function primed value is responsible for calculating the right hand sides of as-
signments in an action body. It constructs a mapping from objects and ﬁelds to
their primed values, which default to stuttering if no explicit assignment is speciﬁed
for a combination.
primed_value(assignments: list[assignment_syntax],
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unprimed: STATE, env: environment):
RECURSIVE [OBJECT, variable_syntax -> VALUE] =
IF null?(assignments)
THEN LAMBDA (obj: OBJECT, field: variable_syntax):
var_map(field)(obj, unprimed)
ELSE CASES car(assignments)
OF assignment(role, f, rhs):
primed_value(cdr(assignments), unprimed, env)
WITH [(objmap(env)(role), f)
:= sem(rhs, env, unprimed)]
ENDCASES
ENDIF
MEASURE length(assignments)
Selected syntactic expressions and corresponding semantic functions are given
below. They are fairly straightforward mappings betweeen syntactic and semantic
domains. Universal quantiﬁcation and the lambda form are included to demonstrate
the use of object and type predicates and environment manipulation.
expr_syntax : DATATYPE
BEGIN
intconst(v : int): intconst?
var_ref(obj : (formal_role?), field: variable_syntax): var_ref?
plus(e1, e2: expr_syntax): plus?
equal(e1, e2 : expr_syntax): equal?
forall_q(q_var : (formal_role?), e : expr_syntax): forall_q?
lambda(param: (formal_param?), body: expr_syntax): lambda?
application(comp, arg: expr_syntax): application?
END expr_syntax
sem(e: expr_syntax, env : environment, s : STATE):
RECURSIVE VALUE =
CASES e
OF intconst(i): integer_value(i),
var_ref(role, f): var_map(f)(objmap(env)(role), s),
plus(e1, e2): integer_value( intval(sem(e1, env, s))
+ intval(sem(e2, env, s))),
equal(e1, e2): boolean_value(sem(e1, env, s)
= sem(e2, env, s)),
forall_q(qvar, e):
boolean_value(FORALL (o: (class_map(class(qvar)))):
boolval(sem(e, env WITH [‘objmap := objmap(env)
WITH [(qvar) := o]], s))),
lambda(pr, body): lambda_value(LAMBDA (v: VALUE):
IF type_map(type(pr))(v) THEN
sem(body, env WITH [‘parmap := parmap(env)
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WITH [(pr) := v]], s)
ELSE error_value ENDIF),
application(comp, arg): lambdaval(sem(comp, env, s))
(sem(arg, env, s))
ENDCASES
MEASURE e BY <<
4.3 Shallow Embedding
Shallow embedding is implemented by the Ocsid compiler. As Ocsid is carefully
deﬁned to employ the type and expression subset of the PVS logic, the mapping
into corresponding PVS declarations and deﬁnitions is a fairly straightforward. As
the exact translation schema is not important for the approach, it is not rigorously
speciﬁed here. Relevant portions of the mapping of the example view simple given
earlier are shown below.
simple: THEORY
BEGIN
C_ref : TYPE+
C : TYPE = class[C_ref]
x : TYPE = [[C, state] -> integer]
A : ACTION = LAMBDA (st : STEP) :
EXISTS ( c1: C , c2: C ):
guard( x(c1 , now(st)) = x(c2 , now(st)) ) AND
body( (FORALL ( C_o : C ):
IF C_o = c1 THEN
x(c1, next(st)) = x(c1 , now(st)) + 1
ELSIF C_o = c2 THEN
x(c2, next(st)) = x(c2 , now(st))
ELSE
x(C_o, next(st)) = x(C_o, now(st))
ENDIF) )
SPEC : SPECIFICATION =
LAMBDA (b : BEHAVIOR): FORALL (n : nat) :
LET st = (b(n), b(n+1)) IN A(st) OR stutter(st)
END simple
It should be evident that this form of embedding is desirable from the point
of view of reasoning about speciﬁcations. Each action directly corresponds to a
similarly named function which existentially quantiﬁes over the role declarations.
The actual semantics are encoded inside the identity functions guard and body.
Because views are closed, they take care to specify the eﬀects of the action for all
objects of all classes. The delicate part of the shallow embedding is in the handling
of aliasing in the action bodies regarding bound roles.
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4.4 Connecting the Embeddings
As we have already described both embeddings, we now have to connect their se-
mantic domains to be able to check speciﬁcation equivalence. This step would not
be possible unless they shared a common semantic base, on which both embed-
dings are built. In this case the embeddings have been constructed to share the
uninterpreted type STATE (and BEHAVIOUR obviously).
The point where they crucially diﬀer is how structure and data is represented,
i.e. objects, values and variables. Whereas the shallow embedding maps these
speciﬁcation-wise into corresponding PVS entities, the deep embedding has to man-
age them at the language level, where it can be seen manifested in the explicit types
OBJECT, VALUE and VARIABLE. It is these two worlds that need to be connected
for comparing the diﬀerent representation of an Ocsid speciﬁcation.
PVS logic oﬀers a theory parametrization mechanism similar to templates or
generics in conventional programming languages. We use this parametrization fa-
cility to link semantic representations in the deep embedding to their counterparts
in the shallow embedding. This is achieved in part by moving appropriate declara-
tions in the body of the theory containing semantic base of the deep embedding to
its theory parameter list. These changes are shown below.
view_semantics[OBJECT: TYPE,
var_map: [variable_syntax -> [OBJECT, STATE -> VALUE]],
type_map: [type_syntax -> pred[VALUE]],
class_map: [class_syntax -> pred[OBJECT]]
]: THEORY
BEGIN
...
END
As an aside, there are certainly options regarding the desired nature of the con-
nection. In this case it can be seen in the details regarding the diﬀerent handling of
objects and values. We have chosen to bump up the datatype VALUE to the shared
semantic base of the two embeddings but to make the OBJECT type speciﬁcation-
speciﬁc. This makes types structurally equivalent while classes are by deﬁnition
mutually disjoint. To support name equivalence without changing the deep em-
bedding, we would need to make the datatype VALUE speciﬁcation-speciﬁc also.
However, this kind of leeway only exists because we have deliberately left typing
out of the deep embedding.
To complete linking the embeddings we need to provide arguments for instanti-
ating a concrete theory from the generic one. For this we need to deﬁne a suitable
wrapping of the shallow entities and use these proxies as theory arguments. This
entails producing a type deﬁnition to wrap classes of the speciﬁcation. Also needed
is the generation of functions that wrap and map syntactic variables, types and
classes to their semantic equivalents. This is shown below for our example view
simple given earlier. The importing clause instantiates the view semantics theory
with the generated entities.
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object: DATATYPE
BEGIN
c(cobj: C): c?
END object
var_map(v: variable_syntax): variable =
IF name(class(v)) = "C" THEN
IF v = x_stx THEN
lambda (o: object, st: STATE):
IF c?(o) THEN integer_value(x(cobj(o), st))
ELSE error_value ENDIF
ELSE lambda (o: object, st: STATE): error_value ENDIF
ELSE LAMBDA (o: object, s: STATE): error_value
ENDIF
type_map(name: nameid): pred[value] =
IF name = "integer" THEN integer_value?
ELSIF name = "boolean" THEN boolean_value?
ELSIF name = "C_ref" THEN
(LAMBDA (vv: value): reference_value?(vv) AND c?(ref_val(vv)))
ELSE (LAMBDA (vv: value): false)
ENDIF
class_map(class: class_syntax): pred[object] =
IF class = c_stx THEN c?
ELSE lambda (o: object): false
ENDIF
importing view_semantics[object, var_map, type_map, class_map]
Using theory parametrization, we retain the decoupling between the two inde-
pendent embeddings. The only change required is in the deep embedding where
we need to make the relevant entities parameteric. It is the responsibility of the
translation tool to produce this link theory.
5 Proving Equivalence of Speciﬁcation Representations
We are now ready to mechanically make the case that the shallow and deep repre-
sentations of a speciﬁcation are equal. For this step there are two possibilities. You
can either use a theorem prover for manually constructing the equivalence proof or
implement a proof generator which exploits knowledge of the speciﬁcation struc-
ture. We ﬁrst discuss these issues in general and then provide highlights from an
equivalence proof for our example speciﬁcation.
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5.1 Informal basis and motivation
An equivalence proof is highly systematic because both embeddings reﬂect the same
meaning, only the representation is diﬀerent. This facilitates the implementation
of a proof generator, which spares users of the tedious handling of minute technical
details of the language. Of course, such a tool is relative complex and highly depen-
dant on the proof system upon which the embeddings are deﬁned. But assuming a
suﬃcient user base this would be preferable as the eﬀort expended in constructing
the tool would be amortized across all equivalence proofs ever conducted.
An important factor in simplifying equivalence proofs is to maintain structural
similarity between the two representations of a speciﬁcation. This comes into play
when we consider equivalence across syntactic transformations. In the shallow case,
the compiler performs the transformation and embeds the resulting speciﬁcation.
As long as we implement these transformations in the deep embedding using only
the executable subset of the theorem prover logic, we can use a ground evaluator
to churn out the ﬁnal deep embedded version. If the tools are correct, structures of
the two embeddings are similar.
It is important to notice that in the automated case we do not end up with new
proof obligations regarding the proof generator. If a theorem prover can successfully
execute a proof script to conclusion, we do not need to consider the origin of the
script, but only trust the theorem prover. So the situation does not change whether
we produce the proof by hand or not.
If a proof generator always fails in the sense that it produces erraneous proofs,
it is of no value. However, it does have value if it proceduces working proofs in
common cases. This property is suitable for incremental development of languages
and tools. In the ﬁrst phase, users can construct equivalence proofs by hand. Then,
a crude proof generator is written that can handle the simplest and most common
language constructs. When the project reaches reasonable stability and demand,
ﬁnal eﬀort can be expended to ﬁll in support for the more esoteric constructs.
Finally, if we were to compare the required expertise between implementing a
proof generator and formally verifying a shallow translator, we would see that there
is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence. The former requires conventional software engineering
skills whereas the latter requires considerable mathematical ability to formally han-
dle intricate programming language constructs. We strongly feel that veriﬁcation
would hardly be feasible in most cases whereas the advocated use of two embeddings
and proof generator could plausibly be.
5.2 Example equivalence proof
To make matters more concrete, we have opted to present selected portions of the
equivalence proof for the example speciﬁcation shown earlier. Due to the amount
of minute technical details tackled by an equivalence proof, it would be infeasible
and unproductive to show the complete proof tree for even a simple speciﬁcation.
Fortunately, the systematic nature of these proofs allow selected highlights to com-
municate the ﬂavor of involved reasoning.
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PVS proof system is based on sequent calculus, which entails transforming a
sequent according to a set of proof rules until a conclusion is reached or failure is
evident. For our equivalence proof, at the root of the proof tree we have the sequent
shallow deep equivalence. As can be expected, it states that for all behaviours, the
meanings of both representations must imply each other. The proof starts out
with skolemization of behaviour and splitting the proof into subtrees for the two
directions of implication. The proof shown has been manually constructed as a
proof generator is still subject for future development.
shallow_deep_equivalence
|-------
[1] FORALL (b: behavior): sem(simple_view)(b) <=> simple.SPEC(b)
In the ﬁrst branch, after skolemization, instantiation and simpliﬁcation, we have
sequent 1.2. It shows more detail into the speciﬁcation structure by enumerating
joint actions. Essentially, given that some deep action is satisﬁed, there has to be
a satisﬁed shallow action for the same step. Of course, in these proofs it is always
the shallow version of the corresponding action.
shallow_deep_equivalence.1.2
{-1} (EXISTS (a: action_syntax):
member(a, (: a_stx :)) AND
sem(a, (: c_stx :), (: x_stx :))(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1)))
OR
sem(the_stuttering_action, (: c_stx :), (: x_stx :))
(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))
|-------
[1] A(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))
[2] stutter(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))
The next two subgoals are reached after ﬁrst splitting action-wise and then per-
forming expansion of deﬁnitions, skolemization, instantiation and rewriting. All
these steps are intellectually undemanding and necessitate only straightforward
structure-based bookkeeping of entity relationships between deep and shallow do-
mains. They are thus easily subjected to mechanization.
Sequent 1.2.1.1.1 is uncomplicated, stating implication for the guard of action
A. The expression level is now visible and displays why the shallow representation
is preferable for reasoning purposes. The explicit bindings carried in the deep
representation require recurring expanding and make proofs profuse (an env is the
empty environment). Establishing this goal is a simple matter of rewriting and
propositional simpliﬁcation.
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shallow_deep_equivalence.1.2.1.1.1 :
[-1] v(sem(equal(var_ref(c1_role, x_stx),
var_ref(c2_role, x_stx)),
an_env WITH [(c1_role) := obj!1,
(c2_role) := obj!2], b!1(n!1)))
|-------
[1] guard(x(obj!1, now(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))) =
x(obj!2, now(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))))
Sequent 1.2.1.1.2 states implication for the body of action A. Figure 2 shows
a graph for a proof subtree reaching a positive conclusion. The proof proceeds by
managing aliasing via splitting and purposeful instantiation, followed by standard
reasoning. The idea of the graph is not communicate individual steps but to give
some intuition to the details involved.
shallow_deep_equivalence.1.2.1.1.2 :
[-1] FORALL (obj: (class_map(c_stx))):
(var_map(c_stx, x_stx)(obj, b!1(1 + n!1)) =
primed_value((: assignment(c1_role,
x_stx,
plus
(var_ref(c1_role, x_stx),
intconst(1))) :),
b!1(n!1),
an_env WITH [(c1_role) := obj!1,
(c2_role) := obj!2])
(obj, x_stx))
|-------
[1] IF C_o!1 = obj!1
THEN x(obj!1, next(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))) =
1 + x(obj!1, now(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1)))
ELSIF C_o!1 = obj!2
THEN x(obj!2, next(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))) =
x(obj!2, now(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1)))
ELSE x(C_o!1, next(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))) =
x(C_o!1, now(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1)))
ENDIF
Sequent 2.1.2.1.2.1.2.2.1.2 shows the other direction of implication for the body
of action A, at a slightly more expanded level. Proving this is similar in associated
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Fig. 2. Proof subtree for sequent .1.2.1.1.2
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complexity, but diﬀers due to variations in the embedding schemes. For example,
there is no instantiation related to branching on role participants as the semantics
of the deep embedding produce variable values on demand.
shallow_deep_equivalence.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.2.1.2 :
[-1] IF obj!1 = c1!1
THEN x(c1!1, next(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))) =
1 + x(c1!1, now(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1)))
ELSIF obj!1 = c2!1
THEN x(c2!1, next(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))) =
x(c2!1, now(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1)))
ELSE x(obj!1, next(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1))) =
x(obj!1, now(b!1(n!1), b!1(1 + n!1)))
ENDIF
|-------
{1} IF (obj!1, x_stx) = (c1!1, x_stx)
THEN (var_map(c_stx, x_stx)(obj!1, b!1(1 + n!1)) =
sem(plus(var_ref(c1_role, x_stx), intconst(1)),
an_env WITH [(c1_role) := c1!1,
(c2_role) := c2!1],
b!1(n!1)))
ELSE (var_map(c_stx, x_stx)(obj!1, b!1(1 + n!1)) =
var_map(class(x_stx), x_stx)(obj!1, b!1(n!1)))
ENDIF
We have now gone over the more representative portions of the equivalence proof
with the intention to suggest that no only are these proofs feasible to produce by
hand, they are amenable to automated generation. As it comes to omissions, we left
out the handling of stuttering as it lacks characteristics not found in other actions.
We also skipped details about type conditions related to instantiation, as these are
handled simply by making sure decision procedures have suitable type predicates
to apply.
If we consider proof generation, it is fairly evident that the complexity lies
in accurately predicting the results of applied proof steps. For example, when
splitting, we need to be able to predetermine what resulting sequent corresponds
to which speciﬁcation-level subgoal to continue proof generation. Fortunately, if
this could not be overcome statically, PVS provides support for deﬁning custom
proof strategies. They have the ability dynamically determine sequent characteris-
tics and act accordingly. Thus we could deﬁne proof strategies for handling each
speciﬁcation-language speciﬁc proof subgoal kind and have them invoke each other.
While generic, they would have to parametrized to receive relevant information
about the speciﬁcation at hand.
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6 Related Work
Structural embeddings are introduced as orthogonal to shallow and deep embed-
dings in [8]. While they do not attempt to directly tackle the translation credibility
problem addressed in this paper, their work has consequences to that issue. They
advocate the use of an embedding approach where instead of deﬁning proprietary
expression languages, designers could simply borrow those parts from general host
logics. They argue that often the exact details of expressions and typing are not
central to higher level constructs. These are usually the motivation for new lan-
guage development because they provide support for the important methodological
aspects. Borrowing parts from the underlying logic greatly reduce complexity of an
embedding.
Hybrid embedding is introduced in [1]. It is similar to a very shallow translation
in that it takes a fairly pragmatic view to mechanical veriﬁcation. Aspects of com-
plex languages which are problematic to embed are simply not embedded. Instead,
they are directly implemented in a programming language, perhaps with the very
one underlying the targeted proof system for connectivity purposes.
In [4] a shallow embedding is extended to facilitate features associated with deep
embeddings. Because shallow embeddings lack syntactic representation, they do not
support syntactic reasoning. They come close to achieving the same eﬀect with their
implicit syntax approach to formal metatheory. To handle syntactic information,
they deﬁne inductive predicates over semantic domains. The idea is to express
representability of a construct. However, while they mostly do away with the need
for a deep embedding, the shallow embedding is further complicated.
In [11], the authors introduce a methodology similar to that employed in this
paper. For ensuring compiler correctness they use the translation validation ap-
proach. Rather than proving the correctness of the entire compiler, the correctness
of each individual compilation is proved instead. The compiler also doubles as a
proof generator by outputting a proof script that can be mechanically checked. Thus
their approach to ensuring correctness shares many characteristics discussed in this
paper, but the use of two simultaneous embeddings brings additional beneﬁts which
are discussed in the next section.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have suggested an alternative approach to translator correctness
when the target language is formal. Instead of verifying a programming logic imple-
mentation against the desired properties, we exploit two simultaneous translations.
This reduces the total amount of eﬀort and complexity involved by tackling the
problem in smaller parts.
The approach entails the construction of a semantic yardstick to which the
results of the original translation are compared to. For this a deep embedding to
the same host logic is used. To ensure the correctness of the original translator we
take a case by case approach where we check the semantic equivalence of the deep
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and shallow representations of a speciﬁcation. This equivalence proof is systematic
and can be derived from the speciﬁcation by a dedicated tool.
In eﬀect, we have exchanged a lot of the formal reasoning necessary in translator
veriﬁcation into a software engineering problem. This can be especially beneﬁcial
with experimental languages and prototype tools.
A novel beneﬁt stemming from the use of two embeddings is the manner in which
the deep embedding can be simpliﬁed. The type system need not be represented
in the deep embedding as long as it can be borrowed from the host logic and thus
handled automatically in the shallow embedding.
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